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Abstract. E-infrastructures deliver basic supercomputing and storage
capabilities but can bene�t from innovative higher-level services that
enable use-cases in critical domains, such as environmental and agricul-
tural science. This work describes methods to distribute virtual scenes to
the GPU nodes of a modular supercomputer for data generation. High
information density virtual scenes, containing > 100k geometries, typ-
ically cannot be rendered in real-time without techniques that change
the information content, such as level-of-detail or culling approaches.
Our work enables the concurrent and partitioned coupling to the image
analysis in such a way that the data generation is dynamic and can be
allocated to GPU nodes on demand, resulting in the possibility of moving
through a continuous virtual scene rendered on multiple nodes. Within
agricultural data analysis, the approach is especially impactful as virtual
�elds contain many individual geometries that coexist in one continuous
system. Our work facilitates the generation of high-quality image data
sets which has the potential to solve the challenge of scarcity of well-
annotated data in agricultural science. We use real-time communication
standards to couple the data production with the image analysis train-
ing. We demonstrate how the use-case rendering impacts e�ective use of
the compute nodes and furthermore develop techniques to distribute the
workload to improve the data production.

Keywords: Visualization · Computing Services · FSPM · Computer
Vision

1 Introduction

Analyzing camera images to extract agricultural plant information is a major
bottleneck and one of the most challenging tasks in plant science [1,2,3]. Syn-
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thetic data generation is a strong contender to combat the scarcity of high-
quality annotated data [4,5], especially with the tools available through modern
graphics engines [6,7]. A scalable plant image generation pipeline could improve
critical tasks such as training of statistical or Deep Learning (DL) models [8,9].
However, for virtual agricultural data to be useful, it must span realistic scales
and contain functional information, such as root water uptake or photosynthe-
sis. In this work we improve the scalability of rendering virtual environments in
graphics engines leveraging current e-infrastructure capabilities, thus enabling a
data-scarce domain to make more e�ective use of High-Performance Computing
(HPC) resources.

Synthetic data generation is a method to model the input and output data
in conjunction to allow for larger-scale training data sampling. A virtual envi-
ronment involves the time-variant rendering of a scene, including objects, light-
ing, and movement. We refer to the simulation of a virtual environment as the
computation of processes such as water �ow or photosynthesis, which depend
on plant structure. Synthetic data production for plant image analysis can be
based on plant simulation models, though it might not depend on it, or not use
a simulated plant model at all. Synthetic data provides a rigorous assessment
of error margins as well as a scalable pipeline [6], as the employment of virtual
ground-truth provides a de�nite error value that has no hidden e�ects, such as
human labeling error.

Synthetic data can be used to pre-train DL-models to increase robustness
towards new data. Scalability and robustness are valuable for decision making in
agriculture, where multi-step algorithms impact assessments and actions [10,2].
One advantage of synthetic data is that it can be used to provide a baseline
for evaluation [11], while it also provides high-quality annotated data [7]. To
accommodate the need for state-of-the-art rendering pipelines, we are using the
Unreal Engine (UE) as rendering framework, coupling it with plant simulation
models to create virtual environments. To enable the coupling and concurrent
computation of simulation model, virtual world, as well as DL framework, we
are employing Synavis [12]. We developed Synavis speci�cally for the coupling
of virtual environments with DL and simulation models.

A key aspect of virtual �eld simulation is the use of Functional-Structural
Plant Models (FSPMs), such as CPlantBox [13,14]. FSPMs are statistical de-
scriptions of plant traits (phenotypes) [13] and are calibrated using measure-
ments and statistical optimization [14]. Because FSPM outputs are diverse
[5,15,12], the generated scene con�guration provides more diverse image data.
CPlantBox in particular is useful since it was stochastically evaluated [16] and
has proven applicability in replicating �eld experiments [17]. The functional sim-
ulation of plant systems is complex and requires coupling between all connecting
systems to form a fully capable simulation model [14].

Modern agricultural �elds contain tens of thousands of plants, optimizing for
high density and yield. A digitized version of realistic crop �elds requires resource
management as well as an adaptive pipeline to suit di�erent use-cases that have
con�icting requirements. To allow for increased scalability, we have developed
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techniques that facilitate the distribution of large-scale generation of virtual
scenes of digital crop �elds on to multiple GPU nodes of an HPC system. Our
technique requires little user-based alteration to the virtual environment created
in UE. The need for both scalable virtual �eld simulation as well as cohesive data
generation is met through the distribution of FSPMs across graphics engine
instances. We enable comprehensive work�ows to generate synthetic data on
HPC systems. This paper provides relevant insight into previous work in all
supporting domains and techniques in Sec. 2, before describing speci�c HPC
scenarios to support plant science domains in Sec. 3. We provide a description of
our experiments in Sec. 3.4 before we describe the measurement results in Sec. 4
and discuss them in Sec. 5.

2 Related Work

In context of our use-cases, there are key aspects that are embedded in partly
disjunct domains that need to work together to form a fully formed pipeline.
This section highlights important work in all parts of the pipeline, starting with
synthetic data generation in UE. A well-known framework for a data generation
framework with UE was developed by Qiu et al. [7], called UnrealCV, which
uses �lters and image-based commands to provide the ground-truth for these
�lters, such as object contours or scene depth. It uses a direct Python binding
of UE to allow for the expedient generation of data sets. Using UnrealCV, both
Zhang et al. [18] and McCormac et al. [19] produced e�ective pipelines for RGB
camera depth estimation. Especially Zhang et al. highlight the interplay between
algorithm performance and UE scene generation, showcasing that the data gen-
eration needs to be dynamically adapted for validation purposes, which would
need to have special accommodation from the e-infrastructure provider. There
are a number of DL applications1 that have a baseline evaluation or also data set
generation through UE, particularly surrounding agent-environment interaction,
like trajectory optimization by Roberts et al. [20]. The visualization of virtual
scenes to train agents has seen an overall increase in use, especially in indus-
try, as described by Nassif et al. [21]. Particularly, Bondi et al. [22] developed
a separate UE-based approach to train unmanned aerial vehicles in a controlled
setting.

From general synthetic data generation, we are now highlighting work that
focuses on generating plant synthetic data. Certain algorithms, such as leaf seg-
mentation, can be trained using data that is generated through image augmenta-
tion, as shown by Ward et al. [4], who generate top-view leaf data with semantic
segmentation. However, there are classes of problems where image-based syn-
thetic data is not su�cient. One challenge in plant science is the measurement
of small-scale features. The estimation of poses of animals is object-centered
detection of small-scale features, and Mu et al. [23] developed an approach to
use UE to generate the appropriate training data. The recent adaption of pose
estimation to plant science by Berrigan et al. [24] shows that the transposition

1 Publications based on UnrealCV can be found here

https://github.com/unrealcv/papers-with-unrealcv
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of certain methods to plant science depend on large-e�ort acquisitions of data
sets. To combat this, synthetic data using plant models can be used, but these
models need biological validation. Thus, Morandage et al. [17] show a use-case
for simulation model evaluation - by providing a synthetic �eld example and an-
alyzing how well, from a parameter estimation view, the FSPM CPlantBox can
describe the �eld data and how accurate the estimations are. Lobet et al. [15]
created a generation pipeline for virtual root system images, showing another
use of simulation model-based synthetic data generation. A generalized modeling
framework such as Helios [5] can encompass virtual �elds that include plants,
as well as their surface structure and reaction to light in�ux. While CPlantBox
itself is a stochastic description of the plant structure, as introduced by Zhou et
al. [13], more recent advances in the coupling of FSPMs for functional processes
developed by Giraud et al. [14] illustrate the descriptive power of these systems.

The generation of synthetic data, and the above mentioned methods, do
not make e�cient use of cutting-edge HPC resources of e-infrastructures, even
though they overlap domains that individually have seen innovation regarding
scalability. One particular approach is data-parallelism, which is the partition-
ing of a data set across nodes. A visualization service-based example of data
parallelism has been developed by Aunmüller et al. [25] in their framework Vis-

tle. Data parallel approaches require rethinking some approaches to rendering,
but will yield a better e�ciency of using Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) nodes.
Data parallelism is expedient for some visualization techniques, such as isosurface
visualization, but more di�cult to adapt to others. For example, Larsen et al.
[26] showcase a raytracing approach that is compatible with the paradigm of data
parallelism and have adapted this image rendering approach, which commonly
requires the whole data set, to function in parallel. Moreland et al. showcase
their design concepts for highly-threaded data-parallel visualization approaches
for the Visualization Toolkit (VTK) [27].

From an e-infrastructur point-of-view, our challenge is accommodating the
use of synthetic data generation methods using UE, which have been proven to
increase robustness, on HPC systems to allow these techniques to scale with the
increasing computational demand of DL frameworks.

3 Methods

Our aim is to improve the accessibility of HPC systems, providing plant scien-
tists with methods that enhance their data augmentation. To this end, here we
showcase two experiments (E1 & E2) focusing on the GPU performance when
generating increasing number of plants (E1) and the ability to optimize �eld
partitioning for visualization of large �elds with HPC resources (E2).

3.1 Software and Data Generation

For our analysis of large-scale �eld generation, we are using an application that
was built using UE on a user system. To couple UE with other data providers
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as well as with the training framework, we are using the Synavis framework to
ease the setup of connecting the individual services. In Synavis, we can connect
the FSPM CPlantBox, which outputs geometries of its plant simulation, to the
virtual scene for rendering. Information that is generated by the simulation can
be used as reference or label data, allowing the training of a variety of scenar-
ios, especially the validation of DL-models that estimate plant traits. This data
is being rendered within UE on-demand and the coupling is not synchronous,
meaning that most changes to the virtual environment are just-in-time, which
also applies to the image generation. The coupling used in our approach is based
on real-time communication and no data is being written to disc. Most of the
setup is done in user Python scripts, as the virtual scenes can be fully dynamic.
However, it might be preferable to introduce pre-designed environments of pub-
licly available project �les, which is possible by including the Synavis plugin in
an already existing UE application.

We are using a virtual �eld setup that uses stochastically parameterized
plants [28]. These plants are discrete node-link descriptions that each have tran-
sition probabilities assigned to their structure. The leaf calibration as well as the
geometrization methods for CPlantBox have been described by Helmrich et al.
[12]. Plant surface geometry is inferred from centerline splines evaluated in �xed
resolutions. Image rendering is largely dependent on what is feasible to render in
one instance of UE. Essentially, the more plants can be rendered per instance, the
larger �eld of view can be rendered, resulting in reduced need for stitching for a
wider view. Simpli�cation of the individual geometries is done by scaling the ge-
ometry resolution. Due to simulation coupling employed in our pipeline, there is
a mix of base geometries being rendered in the scene along with geometries that
are being treated with dynamic hierarchical culling (such as by UE-Nanite [29]).
The visualization module for CPlantBox generates geometry bu�ers that can
almost immediately be written into GPU memory. UE uses procedural meshes
for this task, which have a very simple base layer of transformation and collision
support and mesh sections for geometry bu�ers. In some cases, geometry bu�ers
are �lled separately using individual organs to allow for instance-based segmen-
tation. This is especially important for leaf counting tasks, which are indicators
for leaf development [4] and thus plant growth stage.

Measurements from UE use virtual textures that act as rendering targets
for scene capture cameras. Direct scene rendering, processing image information
such as object distance or velocity (i.e. pixel movement relative to the camera),
or object property quanti�cation, use this proxy to allow for immediate dynamic
measurements. We use Synavis to handle measurement prompts, such that the
controller is able to extract arbitrary measurements. This is especially important
in cases where there is a mix of di�erent data sources, such as image data from
the renderer as well as plant data from the FSPM. HPC infrastructure allows the
scalability of the DL-model training, but the other components of the work�ow
also need to be scalable to be on-par with the DL-model data requirements. To
render the virtual scenes, UE requires the use of a Vulkan-compatible GPU, as
is present in visualization or data analysis modules. Using Synavis, DL methods
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Fig. 1. Setup of pipelines in di�erent distribution techniques. Measurements are high-
lighted and are also implemented in Synavis. The listed parameters are the primary
steering parameters for the individual scenario. A. Continuous update with the in-
tended use-case of adaptive data generation. B. Scene partition using Synavis and UE.

gain access to the domain-speci�c augmentation that is otherwise not accessible,
which directly improves the pipelines that are also increasingly domain speci�c,
with the potential for more impact.

3.2 HPC Scenario: Image Generation for Computer Vision

Computer Vision (CV) algorithms need labeled image data but often do not
need to interact with the virtual environment. As such, compute infrastructure
services for these systems should focus on enabling a responsive data generation
to optimize DL training results. In our service implementation, Synavis keeps
sending new FSPM realizations to UE, and parameter adaption directly in�u-
ences the information content of rendered images. This is illustrated in Fig. 1.A,
showing sample parameters that can be adapted in CPlantBox as well as in UE.

Ceaselessly updating the scene during image capture is a process that only
functions if the relative speed of the camera agent compared to the simulation
time is su�ciently slow. This limitation is largely dependent on how many plants
need to be rendered, and how fast the FSPM computes a time step. In this
setup, the DL framework typically has full authoritative control over the �eld
generation, and all data as well as images being generated depend on initial
parameters or direct steering. This method depends on the live coupling of the
FSPM with the environment. Evaluation of the FSPM is done on-demand, but as
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the virtual world is fully dynamic, we input a ceaseless stream of plant geometries
to place in the scene, relative to the camera agent.

Continuous evaluation might also be used to capture images of plant �elds
that have to be consistent but with no functional simulation, such as nutrient
�uxes and photosynthesis [14], which have inherently competing elements. Ab-
sence of functional simulation, however, does not imply that the training data
lacks functional information, as structural parameters can be �tted to experi-
mental conditions like phosphorus availability, as done by Bauer et al. [28].

3.3 HPC Scenario: Virtual Worlds for Multi-Agent Systems

Field partitioning becomes necessary at the scales that we see in agriculture, as
rendering an average �eld size of 36.4 ha [30] in high detail requires distributed
rendering. Infrastructurally, there needs to be an expedient pathway towards
this partitioning that does not disturb the user-centered setup for these virtual
environments, a challenge we meet through both explicit and implicit scene par-
titioning. We illustrate this approach in Fig. 1.B, which shows the setup with the
partition controller that knows the partitioning boundaries and will connect the
camera agent to a speci�c renderer when it enters its assigned area. The areas
also de�ne uniquely what plant structure is assigned to a speci�c location. An
instance of the FSPM is assigned a seed at the start, and all organs are stochastic
realizations of the input distributions of the parameter space [13]. The upscal-
ing of the individual FSPMs to �eld level yields information on between-plant
competition, for example to absorb sunlight. The �eld partitioning is stochastic
seed based, which means that there would be structural (and thus functional)
consistency between the individual compute nodes. The result is a fully informed
virtual �eld that contains agricultural information, such as plant age, health, or
leaf areas. This distribution is most e�ective if cameras are evenly distributed
to nodes.

The partitioning, as seen in Fig. 1.B, is dependent on the preemptive assign-
ment of regions to nodes. For a speci�c instance of UE, the simulation only
generates a subset of the �eld, which in turn depends on how boundary con-
ditions are being handles. For the purposes of the transition between rendering
back-ends for a continuous camera path, we include a bu�er region that is shared
between neighboring nodes. This region is generated in addition and does not
need to be communicated, as CPlantBox can generate identical structures on
demand. Which rendering node is used is de�ned based on position on the �eld,
which makes it necessary for the user to set the �eld partition in the run script
or environment variables. Using Synavis for the scene partitioning allows the
change of the camera source, depending on the position of the camera agent
relative to the boundaries of the scene partitioning, as illustrated in Fig. 1.B.
In our setups, we pre-register the streaming connection between endpoints on
the in�niband [31] network, which is dedicated to HPC users. This means that
the initialization phase is being skipped and the receiving application already
allocated communication ports.
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Module JURECA-DC
CPU 2x AMD EPYC 7742, 2x64 Cores, 2.25 GHz
Memory 512 (16Ö 32) GB DDR4, 3200 MHz
GPU 4Ö NVIDIA A100 GPU, 4Ö 40 GB HBM2e
Network 2Ö In�niBand HDR (NVIDIA Mellanox Connect-X6)

Table 1. Node con�guration for our tests. Instances of UE are run on dedicated nodes.

3.4 Experimental Setup

We tested two con�gurations, which are also highlighted in Fig. 1.A. These tests
were performed on nodes of the JURECA-DC GPU module [32], with the node
con�guration shown in Tab. 1. We evaluated the rendering performance through
the use of Synavis, which induces the transfer of a video stream. To measure the
use-case of a continuous update that is applicable to CV as described in Sec. 3.2,
we tested the rendering of N instances of the FSPM CPlantBox in Experiment
1 (E1). We measured the frame time as reported by UE through Synavis and
the GPU utilization via the graphics vendor driver software. Details on the soft-
ware and data setup are described in Sec. 3.1. We ran UE on 4000× 3000 pixel
resolution, with VP9 encoding on CPU. The partitioning of the virtual �eld into
instances of UE has a speci�c worst case, which is concurrently running the in-
stances of UE on one GPU node. We evaluated this in E2, which is highlighted in
Fig. 1.B, using four concurrent instances of UE, running with a constant stream
of new geometries similar to E1, but on the same node. Here, we evaluated the
frame time performance for 4N instances of the simulation model. In this case,
we tested the framework within one module, which means that setups that need
to bridge via Ethernet will be slower than our setup using In�niband. The frame-
work has a baseline workload resulting from rendering an empty sunlit scene,
and a minimum duration for the handling of commands.

4 Results

The measurement of E1, seen in Fig. 2 yielded no �xed maximum �eld size,
but a decreased e�ciency with increasing plant number. We measured a slightly
superlinear increase in frame time for more complex scenes while the e�ciency of
using the GPU node decreased. Fig. 2 shows the relative rendering performance
depending on the amount of plants rendered in the scene, each with 28 d of
growth time. Frame time average increased to 0.09 s which is roughly 10.7 frames
per second at about 10k plant geometries. Notably, we observe a decreased GPU
utilization, which is due to GPU memory exhaustion, resulting in more loading
operations from the main memory. This results in a reduced e�ciency of using the
GPU node, which indirectly results in a decreased energy e�ciency. While GPU
usage is not the primary performance metric of the whole pipeline, we would
like to keep this value above 80%, which referring to Fig. 2 yields an instance
count of just below 2000 plants. As the simulation model and all new instances
continue to be evaluated over time, Synavis constantly updates the scene and
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Fig. 2. Frame time measurement average for a �eld of N plants that are being contin-
uously updated.

changes parameters. The highest impact to the rendering performance is entity
creation, which refers to the spawning of a plant simulation model in the scene,
along with registering of the object and handling of geometry information.

Fig. 3. Impact of rendering N ∗ 4 geometries in UE concurrently on the same node as
opposed to di�erent nodes.

For E2, we show measurements of concurrent and non-concurrent rendering
in UE on GPU nodes in Fig. 3. We observe, in the case of concurrently rendering
four UE instances, a higher frame time on average as well as higher variance
in frame time. The communication and geometric operations directly compete
in this setting, for the In�niband[31] network latency/throughput as well as in
terms of memory operations. We note that we could not exclude e�ects from CPU
usage competition between the instance of UE, because the base UE implemen-
tation does not respond to environmental variables and the parallel execution
of UE threads might be suboptimal. The update time of individual plants in E1
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is short enough that we are achieving a rendering time of more than 25 frames
per second (0.04 s) for up to 3200 plants per GPU. An important note is that
for distributed data generation, the image and environmental conditions such as
weather and light need to be randomized to facilitate scalable training. Changing
the settings of the virtual environment is typically done within 0.1 s from the
time of prompting.

5 Discussion

The combination of simulation models, UE, and DL to enhance understanding
and algorithms in plant science is a challenge both on a software level as well
as infrastructural, as the necessary components have di�erent requirements and
best practices. Generally, synthetic data training is most e�ective with a founda-
tional DL-model as basis, and subsequent real-world data �ne-tuning. Synthetic
data provides a scalable [12,5] approach to generate a diverse [6,18] data set but
might not replicate all potential artifacts. In plant science, it is more impact-
ful if rendered images contain biologically relevant information through plant
simulation. Large �eld sizes that exceed GPU memory need to be partitioned
once there are simultaneous observations in distant areas. This is partly because
proper �eld upscaling should lift the plant model to the �eld scale at which agri-
cultural decisions can be made. Our setup also allows multi-agent systems to
communicate status information and the virtual scene can replicate visual infor-
mation for each camera. The two main considerations that need to be discussed
are how well our service-based infrastructural support performs with UE, and
what we need to do to provide these pipelines to plant scientists.

5.1 Distribution Performance

The performance measurements were done purely from the standpoint of ren-
dering performance. However, for a large-scale training use-case, the rendering
performance might be secondary to an e�cient use of tensor cores for the neural
network training. Particularly if there need to be images with many plants in
one view, users might forego the need for stitching and just assign all plants to
one UE instance, resulting in a lower GPU utilization, which might not be crit-
ical in some cases. Furthermore, individual operations will re�ect in the image
data with a slight delay. Previous measurements in this framework have yielded
a time di�erence between change request and con�rmation of 0.1 s [12], but the
execution of individual message workloads is done in bulk for certain operations
(such as geometry data loading).

Streamlike data generation for CV is a suitable tool to create responsive and
dynamic data that can change to the needs for the training framework. This is
similar to active training frameworks, but the "rendering-in-the-loop" tuning of
the virtual environment allows for a much more precise optimization of training
impact. We achieve fairly good performance regarding the rendering of a large
number of complex geometries. Our approach accommodates dynamic coupling
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Fig. 4. Overview of technical components and data �ows. The illustrated assignment
to speci�c nodes is a performance recommendation, though individual components can
share resources. A linked line indicates concurrent coupling.

such that we can partition large scales into individual instances through Synavis.
As we are fully simulating the FSPMs, there are discrete updates to the scene
geometry, which is not the case for pre-built geometries, but the approach is
more scalable and directly visualizes biological information. The feedback loop
between simulation and rendering allows for an exact quanti�cation of either
classi�cation error thresholds (in domain-speci�c measures) or an analysis of
robustness against scene conditions.

Dynamic camera coupling is a powerful tool to allow for a coherent �eld
partitioning with multiple camera agents. We can render a much larger �eld by
distributing the scene. Based on the desire to render e�ciently with at least
80% GPU usage, we need to split an average of 50k plants per ha [33] into
25 GPUs per ha otherwise sacri�cing GPU node e�ciency as measured in E1 in
Fig. 2. Transitions between individual nodes is reasonably fast with pre-registered
connections (within 0.2 s). Drawbacks arise from the fact that there needs to be
overlap between the areas of the �eld in cases of rendering simulation models to
avoid information con�ict, reducing the partitioning e�ciency. Reconstructing
a full video from this technique requires a few steps, e.g. a "fade" transition
between streaming sources. Field partitioning allows for a better use of GPU
resources, as we see that with more geometries on a single node (Fig. 2), the
GPU utilization decreases, leading to less e�cient use of compute time.

5.2 Infrastructural Support

Our example work�ows consist of multiple components, that can be programmed
together using Synavis. We acknowledge that the level of complexity involved
in this system is high. However, due to the large amount of previous work in
both the FSPM CPlantBox [14,13,16,17] as well as the compatibility provided by
UE, new users will have an easier time adapting to each component individually.
Due to the standardized method of communication between the frameworks,
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we are furthermore robust towards software version changes, which increases
the inherent longevity of the framework in an everchanging HPC infrastructure
landscape.

It is generally recommended that, for training purposes, multiple nodes are
allocated, at least one of which would be a data generation node with UE.
Fig. 4 shows the components and what primary computing resource they utilize.
Notably, the plant simulation produces geometries quite fast, while the functional
coupling (particularly in the soil domain) requires �xed-point iteration solvers
and thus might delay the digital plant evolution in cases of coupled growth. A
functional coupling generally is most e�ciently calculated on a shared memory
system using all resources, while a purely structural simulation might run on the
same node as UE. Our recommendation is to separate the neural network training
and the data production, though it is possible to run these components on the
same machine provided it has multiple GPUs. Particularly, this is one of the
use-cases in which it is imperative to provide exclusive-use visualization or data
analysis nodes to users. This is because shared GPU nodes which provide the
only rendering capabilities in the system will inhibit certain scienti�c use-cases of
HPC systems, especially in times of dedicated technologies such as tensor cores
or massively-parallel GPUs as present in LUMI [34] or the planned JUPITER
system [35].

6 Conclusion

Distributed rendering of plant �elds for data generation is pertinent, especially in
instances where large data sets, that would be cumbersome to store, are needed
for the training. We enabled rendering virtual �elds from plant simulations on
nodes of the supercomputer JURECA-DC, highlighting continuous scene up-
dates as well as �eld distribution as potential use-cases. With a strong basis
of representative synthetic data, we have established techniques for distributed
remote virtual environment rendering, and aim for large-scale use cases, such as
light simulation [36], in the future. Furthermore, we want to extend our work on
improving rendering performance and load balancing between nodes, depending
on use-cases. We have shown that the parallel rendering and simulation of virtual
environments is a valuable tool to establish a scalable data production pipeline
and synthetic training environments for plant data analysis models, which is one
of the most a�ected domains in terms of data scarcity and under-use of HPC
infrastructure.
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associated with this paper has been forked separately. We have uploaded a video de-
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